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Abstract. Research in the field of collaboration shows that students do not
spontaneously collaborate with each other. A system that can measure collabo-
ration in real time could be useful by, for example, helping the teacher locate a
group requiring guidance. To address this challenge, my research focuses on
building and comparing collaboration detectors for different types of classroom
problem solving activities, such as card sorting and hand writing. I am also
studying transfer: how collaboration detectors for one task can be used with a new
task. Finally, we attempt to build a teachers dashboard that can describe reasoning
behind the triggered alerts thereby helping the teachers with insights to aid the
collaborative activity. Data for building such detectors were collected in the form
of verbal interaction and user action logs from students’ tablets. Three qualitative
levels of interactivity was distinguished: Collaboration, Cooperation and Asym-
metric Contribution. Machine learning was used to induce a classifier that can
assign a code for every episode based on the set of features. Our preliminary
results indicate that machine learned classifiers were reliable.
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1 Introduction and Problem Statement

Collaboration is a 21st century skill as well as an effective method for learning [1, 2].
However, collaboration between students is not spontaneous and acquiring collabo-
ration skills is not straightforward. Several theoretical frameworks of collaboration [3–
5] connect variations of social interactions to effectiveness of learning. Various
dimensions of effective collaboration have been identified in the literature [6, 7].
Transactivity has been identified as one of the important characteristics of collaboration
grounded in frameworks of Piaget [8] and Vygotsky [9], and it has shown to facilitate
acquiring domain knowledge [1]. Chi’s ICAP framework [5] includes transactive
process in it category Interactive. Of the four categories of overt behavior, Interactive
process foster the most learning.

Many projects have worked on the challenge of automating the analysis of inter-
action among group members. These antecedents will be briefly reviewed by defining
two dimensions, purpose and input, then describing the few systems whose position
along these two dimension match the position of the project reported here. The two
dimensions are excerpted from several similar multi-dimensional reviews [10, 11].
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When a large number of projects could be cited as illustrations of a dimension, only
those published most recently will be cited.

The first dimension concerns the purpose or function of the collaboration measure.
That is, what does the system do with the output of the collaboration detector? This
dimension has the following categories: Clustering, Classification, Mirroring, Meta-
cognitive, Guiding, Orchestration and Restructuring. Our project fits into two of the
categories: Classification and Orchestration. Projects in classification category [12, 13]
used human judges to code group interactions into a variety of collaboration categories,
then used supervised machine learning methods to induce classifiers (also called
detectors). The main research questions is: how accurate is the induced detector? The
projects in Orchestration categories [14] display the amount of collaboration per group
on a dashboard held by the teacher. This allows the teacher to visit groups that need
help collaborating. The main research question is whether such collaboration detection
is useful to the teacher and effective at increasing collaboration in the classroom.

The second dimension classifies prior work by input to the detector. All collabo-
ration detection projects so far have students work in a shared workspace, so their
detectors take the users’ interactions (log data) as one input. Most projects also ana-
lyzed some form of communication among group members. The communication input
can be classified as:

• Group members communicated in a formal language [15].
• Group members used a small set of buttons to express agreement/disagreement [16].
• Group members communicated by typing natural language and classifying their

contribution using a menu of sentence openers or speech acts. Some systems
ignored the text and used only the students’ classifications of their text [17].

• Group members communicated via typing (chat), with or without sentence openers.
The text was analyzed by human “wizards” [18], keywords [19, 20] or machine-
learned text classifiers [21].

• Group members conversed in unconstrained speech, recorded by individual
microphones [12, 20, 22, 23].

The design of our classification codes matches that of Chi’s ICAP Framework. My
thesis project falls into the Classification category of the purpose dimension and un-
constrained speech in the input dimension. In addition, I am developing collaboration
detectors that can generalize across different tasks. Finally, I use the collaboration
codes generated by the system and the underlying data to populate a dashboard that not
only shows teachers which groups are not collaborating but also explains what evi-
dence supports its assessment.

2 Methodology and Progress

The overall dissertation work focuses on building collaboration detectors that measure
the quality of collaboration in real time. Laboratory studies were conducted with more
than sixty pairs of students working on two different types of tasks. In order to create
and evaluate collaboration detectors, the judgments of human coders were used as the
‘gold standard’ classification of the group’s interactions. The coders had both high
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quality audio and several videos to aid their judgment. Collaboration detectors were
then machine-learned from the human judgments. Their accuracies were measured
using 10 fold cross validation.

My thesis project is divided into the tasks briefly described below:

1. The first task involved students collaboratively working on a card-moving task
which required interpreting time-distance graphs. Machine learned detectors were
built by using speech and log data to measure collaboration [24]. The results were
promising with a high level of agreement. However, it has to be noted that the
particular task made it relatively easy to measure collaboration. (Complete)

2. The second task involved students working on a collaborative task where they were
required to analyze solutions of four hypothetical students. They had to write
paragraph long explanations. An in-depth analysis of video tapes and logs of tablets
were performed to understand how students write on the surface of the tablets. It
also highlighted the fact that superficial measures of collaboration may not be
adequately useful for detection of collaboration in hand writing settings. (Complete)

3. The third task involved determining whether collaboration detection could be
accurate when student voices are converted to a privacy-preserving binary signal
(1 = speaking, 0 = silence) before being transmitted and stored. Data were col-
lected as students wrote paragraphs together and solved problems. A speech signal
was processed at a microphone by voice activity detector to produce the binary
signal. The results indicate that binary based collaboration detectors yielded only
slightly less accuracy than detectors that took the high quality audio signal as input.
(Complete)

4. Whereas task 1 above showed that a log-based collaboration detector was just as
accurate as speech-based collaboration detection, the card-moving task made such
detection easy. This fourth task investigated log-based collaboration detection with
a more common task, collaborative writing. Data came from students who analyzed
mistaken problem solutions done by four hypothetical students. The students then
wrote an analysis of each solution. The results indicate that log-based collaboration
detection accuracy was low to moderate for this collaborative writing task. Com-
paring the features of the collaborative writing task to the card-moving task allows
speculations on what task properties facilitate log-based collaboration detection.
(Complete)

5. The fifth task will involve creating a general collaboration detector that will
function well with multiple collaborative tasks. Features would be extracted from
acoustic and prosodic characteristics of audio signal along with its time series
characterization. If a generalized collaboration detector is reliable, then it could be
used in various tasks to measure collaboration. This would help the researchers
avoid the laborious work of annotating the video/audio files manually to understand
the process of collaboration. (In progress)

6. Finally, in collaboration with a larger group of students, I am attempting to create a
visualization dashboard that will provide insights to teachers about the collaboration
based on speech and actions in collaborative group activity. It will also provide the
teacher with suggestions for improving the collaboration of specific groups. (in
progress).
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3 Contributions and Impact

The thesis explores methods to automatically measure the types collaboration exhibited
by students working together on learning activities. Collaboration detectors are based
on building machine learning models of log and/or speech data. Firstly, this work
complements research in collaborative learning environments with a goal to classify
collaborative activity in MOOCs and other environments where students communicate
in text. Secondly, if task-general classification of spoken collaboration is successful, it
would reduce the laborious process of human coding required to establish reliability
and would potentially allow the researchers to build various systems that utilize the
underlying categories of collaboration. Finally, the proposed dashboard would provide
insights into student’s speech and actions with a goal of reducing teachers’ cognitive
overload and provides teachers with information to facilitate the classroom.
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